Abstract Mail-order and internet sellers must decide how customers pay shipping charges. Typically, these sellers choose between two pricing policies: either "uniform pricing," where the firm delivers to any customer at a fixed delivery charge (that may be volume dependent), or "mill pricing," where the firm bills the customer a distance-related shipping charge. This paper studies price competition between a mail-order (or internet) seller and local retailers, and the mail-order firm's choice of pricing policy. The price policy choice is studied when retailers do not change price in reaction to the mail-order firm's policy choice, and when they do. In the second case, a two-stage non-cooperative game is used and it is found that for low customer willingness to pay, mill pricing is favored but as willingness to pay rises, uniform pricing becomes more attractive. These results are generalized showing that larger markets, higher transportation rates, higher unit production cost, and greater competition between retailers all increase profit under mill pricing relative to uniform pricing (and vice versa). On the other hand, cost asymmetries that favor the mail-order firm will tend to induce uniform rather than mill pricing. Some empirical data on retail and mail-order sales that confirm these results are presented.
shopping provide competitive alternatives to local retailers' prices and product assortment.
This paper studies price competition between mail-order/internet sellers and local retailers (often called "bricks and mortar" stores) for the sale of physical goods which need to be transported by or to the customer. 1 The purpose is to understand how such competition affects the mail-order/internet sellers' choice of how to charge for delivery.
Despite the relative novelty of internet retailing, its operation is quite similar to that of traditional mail-order retailers: catalogs are distributed (on paper through the mail, or on line), orders taken (via mail, phone, or the Web), and product sent to the customer using package delivery services. Thus, for parsimony and notational simplicity, I refer to both mail-order and internet sellers as "mail-order" firms, and "bricks-and-mortar retailers" simply as "retailers."
An important aspect of competition between mail-order and retailers is the issue of competitive pricing, and the related issue of how customers pay shipping charges. Traditionally, mail-order firms chose between two pricing policies: either "uniform spatial pricing," where the firm charges the same delivery charge to any customer, or "mill pricing," where the customer pays the actual shipping charge. For example, Lands' End has always set a uniform spatial charge for delivery (that was dependent upon dollar sales but not on location), and L.L. Bean has set a similar policy. 2 However, some mail-order firms such as Dinnerware Depot (fine china), Bikesmart (bicycle parts), PartsAmerica (spare parts for appliances), and Vegetarian Store (specialty foods) bill the shipping charge.
In contrast to uniform spatial pricing are other pricing regimes such as mill pricing (sometimes called f.o.b. pricing where the customer pays the freight cost 3 ), and spatial discriminatory pricing, (sometimes called "delivered pricing" where customers are charged a price that includes both the good and delivery service). In this paper I study and contrast the strategic choice of uniform pricing versus mill pricing for mail-order sellers. I explicitly neglect other patterns of spatial delivered pricing, as discriminatory spatial pricing patterns have been declared illegal under the Robinson-Patman Act (and related laws in Europe). Scherer (1980) presents the long history of government action against firms employing spatial pricing that is not directly tied to cost, particularly distribution/transport cost. This paper contributes to the literature by developing an analytic model to explain why some mail-order firms use uniform pricing and others do not. Intuition behind the model shows that there are two countervailing factors, one of which tends to favor mill pricing and another that can favor uniform pricing. To demonstrate these effects, I assume demand at all spatial markets is described by a linear demand function up until the price where demand becomes zero, that is demand= [constant−price] + . 1 I explicitly do not study competition for services or information goods because transport cost is often absent. 2 As of August 2008, a "handling charge" is assessed on orders as follows: up to $25.00, $4.96; $25.01 to 50.00, $6.95; $50.01 to 75.00, $7.95; $75.01 to 150.00, $9.95; 150.01 and up, $10.95. 3 I note that in the literature the term "mill pricing" is often used as a synonym for f.o.b. (freight-on-board) pricing. I prefer the term "mill pricing" and use it instead of f.o.b. throughout the remainder of this paper.
The first factor is that as price rises at a market point eventually demand will fall to zero. This demand truncation causes the demand function to be convex, which we show causes mill pricing to generate higher profit than uniform pricing, all other things being equal. I refer to this as the demand truncation effect. See Fig. 1 .
The second factor is caused by the existence of distant competing retail firms. I assume that customers buy from the firm offering the lowest delivered price. For linear demand functions and any mill price set by the mail-order firm, there is an associated uniform price that earns the mail-order firm identical total profit on the market points where the mill price generates positive demand. But at this uniform price, the mail-order firm always penetrates a larger market area. If the mill price is high enough, then the new market area captured creates additional profit for the mail-order firm. See Fig. 2(a) . However, if the mill price is low enough, then the new market area captured by the corresponding uniform price is unprofitable and reduces profit. See Fig. 2(b) . I call this the market penetration effect. I show that if customers' willingness to pay is high enough, then the market penetration effect causes uniform prices to be more profitable than mill prices.
Thus, demand truncation and market penetration effects can create contradictory forces. How they resolve is explained in this paper using analytical results. To show the generality of results I present two cases of pricing policy choice: when retailers do not react to mail-order prices, and when they do.
In the first case, the matter is to find the profit maximizing pricing policy. In the second, competitive case, I study competition using a game-theoretic model seeking to characterize the Nash equilibrium set. In the first case, I show that if customer maximum willingness to pay is high enough, the market penetration effect is more important than the demand truncation effect, and causes uniform pricing to be profit maximizing (and vice versa) . In the competitive case, I show that a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium always exists and is essentially unique. I also characterize all Nash equilibria, (a larger set than subgame perfect equilibria) showing that either uniform or mill pricing can be the equilibrium choice for some parameter values.
Thus this paper shows that the mail-order firm's choice of uniform or mill pricing depends on market parameters, and that profit maximizing pricing policies may be different in different markets.
P (Price)
Q (Quantity) Fig. 1 The truncated linear demand function q= [a−p] + is a convex function
The initial analysis leads to corollary results and generalizations. Specifically, the effect of production cost, market size, transportation rates, and degree of competition on the mail-order firm's price policy choice can be understood. These corollaries all derive from consideration of how these factors affect the market penetration and demand truncation effects.
Next is a brief literature review.
Literature review
There is a small but significant literature on uniform pricing in the economics literature. Several authors present conjectures about why mail-order firms use uniform pricing. Among them is Norman (1981) and Cheung and Wang (1996) , who hypothesize that uniform pricing occurs because of low customer billing cost. However, this hypothesis does not explain why some firms find billing for shipping "complex" and others find individual billing simple enough to execute. For example, why does Lands' End set uniform prices while PartsAmerica uses mill pricing when the latter is a much smaller firm with (presumably) higher billing cost?
In the general business literature others have suggested that the low cost of transportation per unit value explains the use of uniform pricing. Clearly, low transport cost makes charging for shipping economically unimportant. However, in some retail categories uniform pricing is used for very heavy goods having a relatively large shipping cost-to-weight ratio. For example, web retailers of furniture overwhelmingly use uniform pricing. I show in Section 6 how this empirical observation can be explained by the theories developed in this paper.
An economically compelling argument for uniform pricing is offered by Smithies (1941).
4 That paper assumes a linear bounded market with uniformly distributed customers having elastic demand for a single good, and a single monopolist with a fixed location selling this good. Smithies shows that convexity or concavity of each customer's demand function makes uniform or mill pricing more profitable. Smithies states (page 64, Proposition 3):
"If the monopolist is considering the alternatives of f.o.b. selling and of a uniform delivered price, and is subject to constant marginal cost, he will adopt the former if the demand curve is convex, 5 and the latter if it is concave. It the demand curve is linear, it is indifferent to him which of the two policies he adopts."
These results must be qualified by the condition that all customers in the market are served with positive demand.
6 Also, the proposition can be generalized to nonuniform distributions of customers. See Lederer (2009 Smithies (1941) shows that profit restricted to the interval [x,1−x] using the uniform price and the mill price are identical. When the uniform pricing firm earns positive contribution on the intervals [y,x] and [1−x,1−y], uniform pricing yields greater total profits than mill. We will show in Proposition 3.1 that the optimum mill price is strictly monotone in parameter a and the uniform pricing firm earns positive contribution on the intervals [y,x] and [1−x,1−y] when parameter a is high enough. (b) Mill pricing yields higher profit than uniform pricing if parameter a is low enough. For some small value of a, the mail-order firm's profit maximizing uniform price against retailers' price p r is p Smithies (1941) , the profits for this mill price and the optimal uniform price restricted within the interval [z,1−z] are identical. But it is clear that outside this interval, the mill pricing firm earns additional contribution, but a uniform pricing firm loses contribution Smithies' results predict that mill pricing will yield higher profit because the demand function is now convex. This is what I called the demand truncation effect in the last subsection. See Fig. 1 .
Competition between two profit maximizing firms both free to choose between mill or uniform pricing policies is studied by Kats and Thisse (1993) . A two-staged game is modeled where first, firms pick price policy and then, second, prices. The market is a circle populated by uniformly distributed customers that have the same reservation price and demand one unit. Most important is the following result: when the common reservation price is high, and both firms choose mill pricing, neither wishes to switch to uniform pricing. This result is exactly the opposite found here, and is caused by an important assumption made by the authors. Unlike in this paper, a uniform pricing firm can not only choose its prices, but it can also choose its customers. The latter option is so powerful that price reaction to it results in very low equilibrium prices when uniform prices are chosen by either or both firms. The power comes from the ability to penetrate markets avoiding losses due to serving distant and thus, transport-costly customers, with uniform prices.
Other significant papers in this literature includes Anderson and Neven (1990) who show that a uniform price pattern can arise as the result of two perfectly symmetric firms competing à la Cournot in a linear market. Thisse and Vives (1988) show that delivered pricing always dominates uniform or mill pricing. dePalma et al. (1987) show that a Bertrand equilibrium cannot exist when two firms sell identical goods and use uniform prices. They also show that a location-price equilibrium can exist when the goods are differentiated. Cheung and Wang (1996) study the relative output and social welfare of mill and uniform pricing. Norman (1981) shows that a monopolist with the objective to maximize sales revenue will prefer uniform pricing as long as demand elasticity rises with price. Hanjoul et al. (1990) study the effect of uniform pricing on the location of firms.
There is scant empirical work on the use of uniform pricing. Most relevant to mail/ web retailing, Dinlersoz and Li (2006) report that internet booksellers almost all use uniform pricing. Less relevant due to focus on industrial markets are two papers: Phlips (1983) presents examples of uniform pricing in Europe in the cement and plasterboard industries, and Greenhut (1981) shows that in industrial markets uniform pricing is widely used. Somewhat related to this paper is work on price competition between traditional suppliers and new entrants via the internet. For example, Kalvenes and Keon (2008) , study consumer choice of videos from new video-on-demand providers versus traditional movie rental and cinema alternatives.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic model of this paper. Section 3 studies the problem when retailers do not react in price to mail-order price changes. Section 4 analyzes two competitive situations: price competition between mail-order and retailers 1) when the mail-order chooses mill, and 2) when the mail-order chooses uniform pricing. Existence and properties of the Nash equilibrium are shown in both cases. In Section 5, the complete model of competition is presented and analyzed: a mail-order firm that can choose its pricing policy competes against retailers that can compete in price. Existence and properties of all Nash equilibria and all subgame perfect Nash equilibria are presented. Section 6 closes the paper with empirical observations and generalizations implied by the analysis.
2 Pricing for mail-order delivery I study price competition between a mail-order firm and retailers located some distance away who supply a market with a single good. Customers travel to the retailer(s) but use the shipping services provided by a mail-order firm when buying via mail-order. The mail-order firm must decide whether to offer a flat delivery charge bundled into the purchase price or a separate distance-related charge. Thus, I allow the mail-order firm to choose either uniform or mill prices. The retailers serve local customers that provide their own transport, and thus implicitly use mill pricing. I seek to study competitive price policy choice by the mail-order firms and retailers.
The set-up I choose is that of two retailers located on the ends of the unit interval [0, 1] . The retailer at the origin is called "Retailer 1," and the other at x=1 is called "Retailer 2." The mail-order firm is located at the center of the line at x=0.5. All locations will be held fixed. For simplicity, the retailers' and the mail-order firm's production cost is zero. The per unit per distance transport cost for customers (to each retailer) is t as is the transport cost of the mail-order firm from its site to its customers. Customers have constant density on the interval with each having an identical demand function
This parameterization was adopted for simplicity and parsimony. 7 I may identify a as the ratio of the market size to demand slope, and also as a customer's maximum willingness to pay, as no customer will pay more than a for a unit of the good. The retailers and the mail-order firm engage in price competition. The retailers choose a mill price, while the mail-order company can choose a pricing policy and a price under that policy.
It is traditional in the spatial pricing literature to assume that demand is inelastic (with or without a reservation price) and each consumer desires a single unit of good. I depart from this assumption for a variety of reasons. First, this assumption is not appropriate for consumer non-durable goods, such as clothing. Simply speaking, lower prices induce more demand from each customer. Second, if inelastic demand is assumed, then the demand truncation effect disappears, but the market penetration effect remains. Thus, an important factor which favors mill pricing disappears from our model. I assume that the mail-order company and retailers' products are perfect substitutes. This is a reasonable assumption for many mail-order goods, such as conservative men's and women's clothing sold by Lands' End. In my model, if the delivered cost of one provider to a particular point is less than the others, then it serves all customers at this point alone. I assume that the two retailers are independent entities and choose price using similar logic. Thus I assume that the two retailers always choose the same prices. Symmetry of this sort greatly simplifies market analysis of price policy choice.
Under a uniform policy by the mail-order company, if Retailer 1 sets a price, p rU , (read the retailer sets its mill price against the mail-order firm's uniform price), the mail-order firm prices at p U , then the market boundary between retailer and mail-order firm is just
.5], and if not, then the market boundary is at the appropriate closest boundary points on that interval. (For Retailer 2, the boundary is x 2 ¼ :75 þ p U À p rU ð Þ =2t). Assuming symmetry in the retailers' prices the mail-order and retailers' profits under uniform pricing are
ð2:2Þ
All customers will be served with positive quantities when the lowest price in the market at every point is less than the customers' maximum willingness to pay, a.
Under mill pricing by the mail-order firm, if Retailers 1 and 2 set a price p rM and the mail-order firm prices at p M , then the market boundary between Retailer 1 and the mail-order firm is
The mail-order and retailers' profits (again assuming symmetry of retailers' prices) are When t≠1, the profit function can be transformed into an equivalent profit function with t=1 by rescaling by division by t of a and the prices. Thus, if the functions
, and Π U (a,1,p U ,p rU ) are known, profit can be computed for any case where t≠1. Further Nash equilibrium behavior of profit functions with t≠1 can be studied by working with profit functions assuming t=1.
8 I therefore assume for the remainder that t=1. It also should be pointed out that my results apply to all linear demand functions d(p)=α−βp. This demand function is homothetic of degree 1 when scaling variables (α,β). Thus, profit will be homothetic of degree 1 with the same scaling. Scaling enables transformation of any linear demand function into the canonical form:
, and study of equilibrium price decisions using profit functions Eqs. (2.5a) and (2.6b).
Analysis of the two cases follows.
3 Case I: Retailers fix their prices and do not react to the mail-order firm
Initially it is assumed that both retailers do not adjust prices in response to the mailorder firm's choice. Analysis of this case helps to develop intuition for the more complex game to be studied in Section 4. Assumption of fixed retailers' prices may be reasonable in large, very competitive retail markets. For example, in a perfectly competitive market, competing firms at the retailers' sites are price-takers and set price equal to marginal cost, which is zero. If the retailers' do not react, Fig. 2(a) and (b) demonstrate the basic economics of price policy choice for a mail-order firm. Suppose the mail-order firm chooses its profit maximizing mill price, p » M , when confronted by retailers who price at p r >0. The mail-order firm serves region [x,1−x]. See Fig. 2(a) . I assume that parameter a is large enough so the mail-order firm's delivered price is less than each customer's willingness to pay (a) for all customers in [x,1−x], so that the demand truncation effect does not hold on the interval. Thus, all customers in the interval purchase positive quantities. Following Smithies' Proposition 3 discussed earlier: if the mail-order firm sets a uniform price that would be optimal for the market area [x,1−x], its aggregate profit for the interval is the same as when it sets mill prices, but it also serves additional customers: those from [y,x] and [1−x,1−y]. Proposition 3.1 shows that for sufficiently large a, the uniform pricing firm earns positive contribution on this additional market territory. In the absence of demand truncation on [x,1−x] and the profitability of market penetration, uniform pricing is seen to be the profit maximizing choice by the mail-order firm.
But what if parameter a is relatively small? In this case, a uniform pricing firm may find that the demand truncation effect causes mill prices to generate higher profit on the interval [x,1−x], or the market penetration effect causes extra market gained with uniform pricing to generate negative contribution. Either or both effects can cause mill pricing to generate higher profit. Figure 2(b) shows such a situation where the mail-order firm earns positive profits in the interval [z,1−z] and negative 8 For example, for a game with fixed parameter a and transport rate t, if uniform pricing has been chosen,
is a Nash equilibrium if and only if for a game with fixed parameter a t and transport rate, the duple
is a Nash equilibrium.
profit elsewhere. Proposition 3.1 shows that mill pricing will generate higher profit than uniform pricing if parameter a is small enough. What sufficiently "small" and "large" mean is made precise in Proposition 3.1, which follows next. In many situations the demand truncation effect (favoring mill pricing) and the market penetration effect (favoring uniform pricing) can conflict with the dominating effect determining whether uniform or mill pricing generates higher profits. In the following, I initially assume that the retailers have set a fixed mill price equal to zero: p r =0. The mail-order firm chooses its pricing policy and its price to maximize its profit. I find the value of parameter a, where the market penetration effect is favorable enough (to uniform profit) to overcome any demand truncation effect (favorable to mill profit) so that uniform pricing yields superior profit. It is explicitly shown that these results generalize to cases where p r =0.
Proposition 3.1 A price policy optimum for the mail-order firm exists with fixed retailer price p r =0. Optimum uniform and mill prices are strictly monotone increasing in parameter a as long as price is lower than a. In addition:
a. For all a 01666 a uniform pricing mail-order firm earns zero profit. b. For all a≤.3384, mill pricing is the optimum pricing policy for the mail-order firm. c. For all a≥.3384, uniform pricing is the optimum pricing policy for the mail-order firm. d. At optimum, the mail-order firm earns positive profits. e. These results generalize for any fixed retailer price with different breakpoints.
Proof I show this result for p r =0 by algebraic manipulation as shown in the Appendix. Strict monotonicity of prices with respect to a is explicitly shown. The system of equations is similarly solved for other fixed retailer prices. QED Figure 3 plots the mail-order profit using mill and uniform prices for values of a. Following the preceding argument, as a becomes larger, demand truncation becomes less important, and market penetration adds a contribution to uniform pricing firms, establishing a clean breakpoint between the regions where mill and uniform pricing are optimal. Figure 4 shows the "breakpoint" value of maximum willingness to pay (a) that equates the profit maximizing choice of mill or uniform pricing as a function of the retailers' fixed price. That is, for each value of the retailers' prices, a value of a above the line in the figure results in higher profit for uniform pricing. The insights of this analysis will transfer to the competitive case, which I study next. Here, retailers adjust their prices in competition with the mail-order firm.
Case II: Retailers react to mail-order firm's prices
When the retailers react to the mail-order prices to maximize their own profit, the competitive situation is more complex. For example, does the ability of uniform pricing to capture market area cause a severe enough price reaction by the retailers that mill pricing is more profitable? More careful modeling is necessary to resolve this and related questions.
Competition can be modeled as a two-staged game, and a Nash equilibrium found. In the first stage the mail-order firm chooses a mill or uniform pricing 3). I will analyze the entire game, and also the two subgames, which result from restriction to uniform and mill pricing, seeking Nash equilibria on each.
In the following analysis, I solve for the subgame perfect Nash equilibria for the entire game and also the larger set of Nash equilibria for the entire game. The difference between these solution concepts is that a Nash equilibrium does not require that a solution, when restricted to any subgame, be Nash on that subgame, which is the case for subgame perfectness. Thus, in Nash equilibrium, nonequilibrium behavior may be threatened in subgames that are not encountered in the Nash equilibrium for the entire game.
I first describe the game. The strategy space for the mail-order firm is
That is, a choice of Uniform or Mill pricing policies, and a specification of prices conditioned upon the choice of price policies. (In this section I capitalize "Uniform" and "Mill" when these refer to moves or subgames.) The strategy space for the retailer is The retailer specifies two prices: a Mill price conditioned upon the mail-order firm's choice of Uniform and a Mill price conditioned upon the mail-order firm's choice of Mill pricing.
The game has two subgames corresponding to the two price policy choices by the mail-order firm: Uniform subgame and Mill subgame. I will need to study equilibrium behavior on the two subgames in order to study the equilibrium on the entire game. First I study the Mill subgame.
The mill subgame
Lemma 4.1 On the Mill subgame, a Nash equilibrium always exists. For any a, a symmetric equilibrium exists, and is the unique Nash equilibrium. For a≤3/8, all firms set monopoly Mill prices and the firms' market regions do not intersect. Both retailer and mail-order firms earn positive profit.
Proof See the Appendix.
The proof shows existence of the equilibrium by computing the firms' reaction functions and solving for a fixed point with prices restricted to the set [0,a]. Three cases of reaction functions need to be explored: when both firms serve and all customers receive a positive quantity of good, when all firms are local monopolists, and when the mail-order firm serves no customers. Uniqueness of the equilibrium is shown by computations that demonstrate that there can be at most one solution to the fixed point problem, plus Fig. 6 which shows that only one global Nash equilibrium point is possible. Finally it is shown that no firm gains by undercutting a rival's price and seizing its entire market. This shows that the Bertrand competition problem as described in D'Aspremont et al. (1979) does not prevent the Nash equilibrium on the Mill subgame. Figure 7 plots the mail-order profit on the Mill subgame (as well as the Uniform subgame) as a function of parameter a. This figure shows the breakpoint value of a that defines the region where uniform price is the equilibrium strategy for the mailorder firm.
Next I study the uniform pricing subgame.
The uniform pricing subgame
Lemma 4.2 On the Uniform pricing policy subgame when a≥.1875, a unique Nash equilibrium on the entire game exists. When a<.1875, the mail-order firm prices at a and generates zero demand, and the retailers price at their monopoly price.
Existence of a Nash equilibrium with the mail-order using Uniform prices is shown by explicitly deriving the firm's reaction functions. Again there are three cases, when the mail-order serves the market alone as a monopolist, when it shares the market with the retailers, and when it serves no customers. The fixed d9r dprU pointing in the direction of the largest increase in: mailorder profit with respect to its mill price and the retailer's profit with respect to its mill price. The figure shows that for any a such that a≥.375, there is a single local Nash equilibrium on the Mill pricing subgame. Thus, this must coincide with the Nash equilibrium derived analytically. When a<.375, the only equilibrium has both firms' setting monopoly prices and serving non-intersecting market areas point equation derived from the reaction functions is a fourth-order polynomial with an analytic solution. Uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium is shown by demonstrating that for values of a, only one fixed point solution is possible. It is shown that for values of a>.1875 the mail-order and the retailers serve the market, but when a≤.1875, the mail-order does not find Uniform pricing profitable and exits the market. Figure 7 shows the profit for the Uniform pricing mail-order firm as a function of parameter a. Figure 8 shows that only one Nash equilibrium can exist on the Uniform subgame. I now move to analysis of the entire game.
Nash equilibria on the entire game
We analyze the entire game seeking to characterize both Nash equilibria and subgame perfect Nash equilibria. The first result shows that subgame perfect Nash equilibrium exists for any value of a, with Mill pricing the solution for low values of a, and Uniform pricing for high values of a. The solution to the game is also characterized:
Lemma 5.1 Consider the game as described in Fig. 5 . A subgame perfect Nash equilibrium exists for all values of a.
i. For a≤.430 the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium is Mill pricing.
ii. For a≥.430 the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium is Uniform pricing. Proof Figure 7 that shows the unique payoffs to the mail-order firm on the two subgames. By the definition of subgame perfectness, the higher of the two subgame payoffs corresponds to the subgame perfect equilibrium for the entire game. QED Consider the strategy space for the payers on the entire game: for the mail-order firm: S MailÀorder ¼ Uniform; Mill f g xR d9r dprU pointing in the direction of the largest increase in: mail-order profit with respect to its uniform price, and the retailer's profit with respect to its mill price. At a=.1875, there is a Nash equilibrium on this subgame with the mail-order firm's uniform price equal to a, so the market is served only by the retailer. At a=.2, both firms serve customers with the mail-order's price slightly less than a. The figure shows that when a>.1875, there is a single local Nash equilibrium with both firms serving customers. When a≤.1875, the only equilibrium sets the uniform price to a, and the retailer serves customers
is a Nash equilibrium for the entire game if and only if i. x*=Uniform, implies that p
Á is a Nash equilibrium on the Uniform subgame and 9 Mailorder S
ii. x*=Mill, implies that p
is a Nash equilibrium on the Mill subgame and
Proof Necessity: Suppose case i. holds. If p
is not a Nash equilibrium on the Uniform subgame, this contradicts p
Á is a Nash equilibrium on the entire game, as the mail-order firm has a better response to p » rU . If the mail-order firm changes its strategy on the Mill subgame and picks the profit maximizing Mill price and then has profits greater than those specified in the Nash pair, then the mail-order firm can switch its price policy to Mill pricing and raise its profit. That is if:
the mail-order firm can switch its price policy to Mill pricing, adjust its Mill price, and raise its profit above the claimed equilibrium level. This again contradicts the claim that the strategy chosen by the mail-order is a best reply to the strategy of the retailers. Sufficiency: Again we assume that case i. holds. We need to show that the mailorder firm cannot increase its profit by changing its strategy against the retailers' fixed strategy S The first inequality holds by the assumption that the strategy restricted to the Uniform subgame is Nash, and the second inequality holds by the assumption that
Proof of case ii. follows similarly. QED For case I, the assumed Nash prices on the entire game must be a Nash equilibrium on the Uniform subgame. Condition 9 Mailorder S
states that the mail-order firm does not have incentive to change it pricing policy to Mill pricing in Nash equilibrium. These both must be true for a Nash equilibrium. On the other hand, assumption of case i states that the price strategy pair is Nash on the Uniform subgame and the mail-order firm does not wish to change its policy choice to Mill pricing, and search for higher profits. In other words, this strategy pair is Nash on the entire game. Finally, I completely characterize the full set of Nash equilibria on the entire game, not just the subgame perfect solutions.
Nash equilibria fall into equivalence classes where within each class each player actually plays the same moves. That is, within one equivalence class of Nash equilibria, the moves prescribed on subgames that are not played are generally different. This has the consequence that within an equivalence class, Nash payoffs to all players are the same, and each player's strategy differs only on parts of its strategy that are not actually executed in Nash play. Abusing terminology a bit, I will call two Nash equilibria equivalent if they fall within the same equivalence class, and if all Nash equilibria fall into one equivalence class, I call the Nash equilibrium "essentially unique." Interestingly, I show that a Nash equilibrium for the entire game always exists. For many values of parameter a, there is an essentially unique Nash equilibrium. However, for some ranges of parameter a, there may be two different Nash equivalence classes: one using Mill pricing, and the other Uniform pricing. Thus, I show that for fixed values of a, there are either one or two equivalent classes of Nash equilibria on the entire game.
Proposition 5.2 For the entire game:
i. If a≤.375 there exists an essentially unique Nash equilibrium on the entire game with the mail-order firm using Mill prices. The mail-order and retailers behave as local monopolists. Their market areas are not continguous if a<.375. ii. If a<.382 there exists an essentially unique Nash equilibrium on the entire game using Mill pricing. Uniform pricing is not a Nash equilibrium on the entire game. iii. If .382≤a≤.547 then two Nash equivalence classes exist: with the mail-order firm using Mill pricing and with the mail-order firm using Uniform pricing. iv. If a≥.547 there is an essentially unique Nash equilibrium on the entire game that exists with the mail-order firm choosing Uniform prices..
To get an insight into the proof and the result, consider Fig. 9(a) . For a<.547 the mail-order firm's Nash equilibrium payoff on the Mill subgame exceeds the maximum the mail-order can guarantee itself when Uniform pricing is chosen.
9 This shows that Nash equilibria mill-pricing exists whenever a≤.547. Figure 7 shows that if a≤.430 there is, additionally, a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium with Mill pricing. For any value of a<.430, the mail-order's payoffs for Nash and subgame perfect Nash equilibria with Mill pricing yield identical profit because on the Mill subgame we showed that there is a unique equilibrium. Figure 9 (b) shows that when a is greater than .382, the mail order's equilibrium payoff on the Uniform subgame exceeds the maximum it can guarantee itself when Mill pricing is chosen. This shows that Nash equilibria where Uniform pricing is played exists whenever a≥.382. Figure 7 shows that if a≥.430, additionally there exists a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium with Uniform pricing. The profits for Nash and subgame perfect Nash equilibria yield identical profit. Finally, we observe that in the interval a (.382,.547) 
a=.547
Mail-order equilibrium profit on the mill subgame and the maximum a mill pricing mail-order firm can guarantee itself Mail-order equilibrium profit on the uniform subgame and the maximum a mill pricing mail-order firm can guarantee itself Maximum profit that the mailorder can guarantee itself using Mill prices no matter the retailers' price.
(a) (b) Fig. 9 (a) Existence of Nash equilibrium with mail-order firm choosing mill pricing. The figure shows that when a≤.547 the mill policy yields higher profit to the mail-order firm than the maximum it can guarantee itself when using a uniform pricing policy. This shows that when a≤.547, there exists a Nash equilibrium that is not subgame perfect for the entire game that involves the mail-order firm choosing mill pricing. Above a>.547, there is no Nash equilibrium on the entire game involving the mail-order firm choosing mill pricing. (b) Existence of Nash equilibrium with mail-order firm choosing uniform pricing. The figure shows that when a≥.382, the uniform pricing strategy yields higher profit to the mail-order firm than the maximum it can guarantee itself when using a Mill pricing policy. This shows that when a≥.382, there exists a Nash equilibrium for the entire game that involves the mail-order firm choosing uniform pricing. Below a<.382, any equilibrium on the entire game does not involve the mail-order firm choosing uniform pricing there are two Nash equilibria: both Mill and Uniform plays by the mail-order firm are Nash and the payoffs differ. So, there is a unique subgame perfect Nash equilibrium for any value of a which measures customers' willingness to pay. However, for an open interval of values of a, there are two Nash equilibria which differ in pricing policy choice. One of the equilibria must be subgame perfect and the other just Nash. This implies that clear preference for pricing policies by mail-order firms occurs only when the willingness to pay is either extremely high, in which case uniform pricing is observed, or extremely low, in which case mill pricing will be the dominant pricing policy choice. The next section presents some data which support this assertion. It also offers some generalizations of my results.
Generalizations and empirical observations
The results of this paper are driven by the insight that the demand truncation effect favors mill pricing, and the market penetration effect can favor uniform pricing.
This simple observation combined with the results of the last section suggests several generalizations. We briefly discuss implications for different market radii, unit production costs, transportation rates, asymmetries in these costs, and degrees of market competition. These remarks are presented without formal proof, but follow the line of argument found in earlier sections. For each factor the effect on the relative profitability of a pricing policy is studied. Stating that a change is favorable to mill pricing does not necessarily mean that mill pricing is more profitable than uniform pricing, but instead that the relative profitability of uniform pricing rises compared to mill pricing without the factor.
Suppose the market absolute length is greater than a unit distance. I suppose that the retailers remain at the endpoints and the mail-order firm in the middle of the segment. In this case, all things being equal, the larger the market segment, the more likely that demand truncation occurs, and that the additional market penetrated by the mail-order firm is unprofitable. This tends to favor mill pricing. Likewise, "shorter" markets favor uniform pricing.
Implications of production and transport cost can be made. Equation (2.5a) indicates that the ratio a/t is the relevant parameter to consider (rather than a) when the transportation rate is not 1. Thus, the preceeding analytics show that as transportation rate rises, mill pricing becomes more likely. More intuitively, when t is small, then demand truncation becomes less important, and the market penetration more important. Thus, lower transportation rates favor uniform pricing. Similarly, if marginal cost of production is not zero but positive: higher marginal cost favors mill pricing because higher marginal cost will raise optimum prices, and demand truncation becomes more important. Thus, I see that both sufficiently low transport and sufficiently low production costs favor uniform pricing by the mail-order firm.
Production and transportation cost asymmetries also have an effect on price policy choice. If retail customers' (self) transportation rate rises, then the retailers' delivered price in equilibrium with either mill or uniform mail-order pricing will rise. Following the argument in Fig. 2(a,b) , the mail-order's profit with uniform pricing compared to mill pricing becomes relatively greater as the retailers' price rises. Thus, uniform pricing becomes relatively more attractive. Similarly, suppose the retailers' marginal cost rises. This induces the retailers' delivered prices to rise in equilibrium. Following the argument in Fig. 2(a and b) , the mail-order's profit with uniform pricing becomes relatively greater than with mill pricing as the retailers' marginal cost rises. In general, cost asymmetries that favor the mailorder firm will tend to make the mail-order firm more likely to adopt uniform pricing.
Gross operating margin is the ratio of operating profits divided by revenue. High gross operating margin implies a high willingness to pay by the customer. (that is, internet) and mail-order retail businesses. The margins range from 19.1% to 51.9% with reported standard error 0.2%. Retail specialties with the highest margins are clothing goods and furniture! Not surprisingly, clothing-related mail-order retailers most often use uniform pricing, a fact that is consistent with the observation that high gross operating margins would be expected to favor uniform pricing over mill pricing. Note too, that the gross operating margin for internet/mail-order firms is reported to be 40% which is higher than the overall unweighted average, 35.8%. The high margin for the internet/mail-order category is consistent with the use of uniform pricing by mail-order sellers. A consistent but still surprising observation is that internet sellers of furniture most often use uniform pricing! There are many examples of this including www. csnsofas.com, www.greatpricedfurniture.com, and www.efurnitureshowroom.com. Despite the high absolute transport cost of furniture, the high customer willingness to pay allows furniture internet retailers to use uniform pricing.
On the other hand, mail-order and internet sellers that use mill pricing, such as Bikesmart (bicycle parts), PartsAmerica (spare parts for appliances), and Vegetarian Store (specialty foods), all sell in categories with lower margins.
Finally, degrees of competition between the retailers can affect policy choice. Suppose multiple retailers compete in markets and the situation approximates perfect competition. The implication is that the retailers will price at or near marginal cost. Pricing at marginal cost will cause a mill pricing mail-order firm to lower its price compared to the case where the retailer prices above marginal cost. If uniform prices are used, market penetration effects will generate losses. The net effect is that mill pricing is more attractive to the mail-order firm. In general, if it is assumed that local retail prices fall as a function of degree of competition (a reasonable assumption that holds in most situations), it can be concluded that more competitive markets encourage mail-order firms to use mill pricing. ðA:4Þ
10 Negative prices do not occur and market prices will never be above a, as there will be no demand.
Similarly, I compute the retailer's profit, derivative of profit with respect to its Mill price, and its price reaction as a function of the mail-order's Uniform price choice. I assume that p U and p rU are both less than a. ðA:12Þ
The top term represents the retailer as a monopolist, the middle term is valid when the retailer and the mail-order share the market, and the bottom when the mail-order serves the market alone. I assumed that p U <a, so the middle function is always strictly positive in the interval [0, p U ], and zero at the endpoints. It is important to note that the second derivative of the middle term is −2a+3p rU , thus the middle term is concave when p rU 2a 3 , and convex when p rU ! 2a 3 . A non-negative function`on a finite interval which is zero at the end points and initially concave and then convex implies that this function must be unimodal in p rU , and thus, I will need to analyze one stationary point, which will be the maximizer of retailer profits. The derivative is needed to find the stationary point: d9 rU p U ;P rU ð Þ dp rU (A.14) . Using the profit function (A.8) with these solutions results in the equilibrium profit function for the Uniform pricing mail-order company. Figure 7 plots the Uniform pricing mail-order's profit as a function of a.
Although in equilibrium it must be true that the retailers earn strictly positive profit (as these firms use Mill pricing, and thus always have a local monopoly of sorts), the mail-order firm earns zero profit if the market is too small. At some positive value of a, equilibrium profit for the mail-order firm using Uniform pricing will be zero for all values of a less than or equal to this number. To find this value of a, the solution to the fixed point equation is solved for the specific value of a satisfying: p U p rU ðaÞ ð Þ¼a.
